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Wireless Gaming Mouse Edifier HECATE G3M PRO 26000DPI (Black)

Edifier HECATE G3M PRO 26000DPI Wireless Gaming Mouse (black).
Edifier G3M PRO mouse is an indispensable tool for any true gaming enthusiast! The advanced PAW3395 sensor, created in cooperation
with PixArt, is responsible for the mouse's efficient and reliable performance, and thanks to the ability to adjust the DPI up to 26,000, you
will easily adjust its operation to the type of game. It offers 3 different ways to connect to the device and 2 different switches. The long
wireless runtime of up to 70 hours guarantees uninterrupted hours of thrilling gameplay without the need for frequent recharging, and
the lifespan of 90 million clicks will ensure reliability for years to come.
 
Precision in your hands
The advanced PAW3395 sensor, combined with adjustable DPI from 50-26000, allows you to perfectly adjust the mouse's sensitivity to
your  playing  style.  You  decide  how precisely  you  want  to  control  every  aspect  of  your  gameplay!  With  an  IPS  rating  of  650  and  50G
acceleration, even the most dynamic movements will be extremely precise and smooth.
 
2 different switches
By using two different Huano mechanical microswitches, you can customize the sound of the clicks to suit your current mode. Gaming
mode makes the mouse respond precisely to your every command, with a switch life of 80 million clicks. On the other hand, the silent
mode is perfect not only for work, but also for night gaming - the life of the switches reaches 10 million clicks.
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3 ways to connect
Now you can connect your mouse to the device of your choice the way you like. Edifier HEACATE G3M PRO supports both wireless and
wired  connection.  Use  the  included  USB-C  cable  to  freely  play  your  favorite  games  without  worrying  about  your  mouse  suddenly
discharging. Do you value freedom of movement? No problem! Take advantage of the Bluetooth connection or the 2.4GHz link, which
guarantees ultra-low latency of just 1ms. 
 
With comfort in mind
The ergonomic and ultra-lightweight design (63g) of  the mouse guarantees unparalleled comfort  even during hours of  gaming.  Edifier
HECATE G3M PRO fits perfectly to the shape of your hand, allowing it to remain in its natural position - so you don't have to worry about
persistent wrist  pain! Skin-friendly materials have been used for the mouse to prevent sweaty palms, and thanks to the use of  Teflon
glides on the bottom, the mouse moves smoothly on the surface of the desk.
 
Customize it to your preferences
Want to personalize the mouse's performance even more? Take advantage of the HECATE Connect software! With it,  you can, among
other things, change the functions of selected buttons, adjust the DPI, set your own macros and much more. 
 
In the set
gaming mouse
USB-C to USB-A charging cable
USB adapter
stickers
user manual
	Manufacturer 
	Edifier
	Model
	G3M Pro
	Color
	Black
	Button life
	Approximately 90 million clicks
	Sensor
	PAW3395
	Switches
	Mechanical, HUANO
	DPI
	50-26000 
	IPS
	650
	ACC
	50G
	Refresh rate
	125-1000 Hz
	Operating time
	approximately 70 h
	Charging interface
	USB-C
	Battery capacity
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	300 mAh
	Connection 
	2.4G/Bluetooth/USB-C
	Dimensions
	118.7 x 61 x 38.6 mm
	Weight
	approximately 63 g

Price:

€ 69.00

Gaming, Mouses
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